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Detego® Analyse - Product Overview

The comprehensive hub of the Detego® Suite
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Detego® Analyse is the central hub for all the products within the Detego® Suite of tools that enables
investigators to use advanced techniques, which rapidly process ‘big data’ from a wide spectrum of digital devices.
Operators and investigators now have a unique tool that streamlines and manages workflows from a single location. The
simple-to-use interface allows operators and investigators to increase productivity and rapidly produce digital evidence for
courts. Our technology reduces budget pressure, increases efficiency in addition to saving lives, safe-guarding victims and
convicting criminals.

Detego® Analyse includes powerful acquisition tools, detailed analysis
capabilities, license management, intuitive conﬁguration, reports and
seamless integration with other Detego® products
Examination of all Detego® acquisitions
All acquisitions performed through Detego® software can be targeted at the following:

1

Computers and laptops

2

Windows, Apple Mac & Linux systems

3

USB devices and other removable media (such as SD cards, portable
external drives, IDE and SATA drives, CD, DVD, Blue-ray, etc.).

4
5

Mobile Phones, Smartphones & Tablets
Cloud storage services

Detego® Analyse’s single comprehensive hub integrates all forensic acquisitions that
emanate from the aforementioned digital devices. This unique capability enables end
users to manage operations / investigations, cases and exhibits whilst alerting on relevant
evidence and information. This is all completed from one, simple-to-use interface that
requires a minimal training overhead for both technical and non-technical users.
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The Detego® Suite includes the following tools:
• Detego® Field Triage – powerful acquisitions of data from targeted digital devices
• Detego® Covert – covert features for covert scenarios, as specified by Military, Intelligence Agencies and Specialist Units
• Detego® Ballistic Imager – a patent-granted technology, which is the world’s fastest imaging tool
• Detego® Media Acquisition – instant, automated acquisition of data from removable media
• Detego® Mobile, Tablet & Cloud storage services – instant, automated acquisition of data from removable media
• Detego® Fusion – Link analysis function enables operators / investigators to build up intelligence pictures

In-depth digital forensic capabilities
Detego® Analyse includes powerful, time-saving analysis tools such as:

Importing data from
digital devices

Automated analytical
processing
Case and exhibit
management
Customisable
configuration
Comprehensive logging
and audit trials

Court level reporting and
outputs
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Rapidly Process and build evidence and intelligence
Investigators can manage all cases and their exhibits within a repository. Case Management allows the investigator to edit
or view cases and exhibits, as well as displaying the relevant statistics.

•

Post Process

– enables pre-defined analysis and search criteria to be fully automated

•

File Viewer

– is the core visualisation and categorisation tool within Detego® Analyse. Powerful
visual analytics allows investigators to rapidly pinpoint the core evidence ‘sniper forensics’

•

Internet Artefacts – recovers and displays data from Chrome, Internet Explorer, Opera, Firefox, as well as
artefacts from applications such as Skype etc.

•

System Profile

– view detailed information on the USB History, MAC Addresses, IP Addresses, Network
Connections, Installed Programs, Run Commands, Processes, Users and USB history

•

Show Data Files

– view acquired data by type e.g. logical data, unallocated (including carved / deleted files)
and RAM

Recover more evidence
Investigators can enhance their analysis capabilities from our cutting-edge post-processing. Quickly perform in-depth
forensic analysis, with advanced investigative techniques including, but not limited to, the following:

•

Skin tone

•

Face detection

•

Video frame caching

•

Checking video signatures

•

EXIF acquisition (file metadata)

•

Steganography (find & mark hidden data)

•

Automated Identify mismatched
data

•

Pre-configured or new hashlists /
keyword lists
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Configuring digital evidence
With both pre-configured and customizable categorisation and tagging, investigators can speed up workflows and quickly
identify relevant files within growing volumes of data. Forensic management is assisted by taking evidential photographs
relating to the exhibit or case via the Detego® Image Capture feature.
Detego® Analyse simplifies management tasks allowing an operator / investigator to aggregate and consolidate ‘big data’
within a single repository. Configuration, searching and the matching of parameters such as keywords and hash values is
also made easier and efficient compared with alternative analysis tools. These vital features are both available for field and
lab based digital investigative work.

Ready for court
The reporting tool delivers court level reports from the case / exhibit management system that is aggregating all digital
exhibits within any specific case.
There are many configurable reporting options such as metadata, thumbnails, RAM, image files, system profile, audit trials,
and is forensically sound. There are many more features, for example at a granular level we have even included the
exporting of selected files for low bandwidth scenarios, as requested by our Military customers.

Never miss a step
There is a full forensic audit log that will support the evidential trial, with comprehensive logs that will withstand the test
of the scrutiny of courts.
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For more powerful analysis and acquisition features, please enquire about our
tools within the Detego® Suite.

Please call +44 (0) 1403 267 176, visit www.mcmsolutions.co.uk
or email sales@mcmsolutions.co.uk

About MCM Solutions
MCM Solutions is a British Company that has developed a range of innovative, digital data based solutions,
predominantly around covert and overt rapid data acquisition and instant, often automated, intelligence and
analysis.
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